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**Offender Reentry: Beyond Crime and Punishment**

Elaine Gunnison and Jacqueline B. Helfgott

“A timely, valuable and comprehensive discussion of research surrounding one of ‘the key criminal justice issues of our time.’” —David S. Bornus, Corrections Today

“A valuable contribution to the field... [I] recommend it to scholars, students, and practitioners.” —Stephen J. Bahr, Criminal Justice Review

“Bring[s] together and make[s] clear the rich range of statistical data that clearly establishes the perennial difficulties involved in achieving ‘successful reintegration’.... Highly recommended.” —Choice

“Gunnison and Helfgott discuss a critically important societal issue.... [Their] book does not offer a single simple solution to the problem of recidivism, but it does provide insight into what can be done to help reduce it.” —John Turner, Criminal Law and Criminal Justice Books

In this comprehensive exploration of the core issues surrounding offender reentry, Elaine Gunnison and Jacqueline Helfgott highlight the constant tension between policies meant to ensure smooth reintegration and the social forces—especially the stigma of a criminal record—that can prevent it from happening.

Gunnison and Helfgott focus on the factors that enhance reentry success as they address challenges related to race, class, and gender. Drawing on accounts from corrections professionals and former inmates to illustrate the real-life consequences of reentry policy, they shed light on one of the key criminal justice issues of our time.

Elaine Gunnison is associate professor of criminal justice at Seattle University. Jacqueline B. Helfgott is professor of criminal justice at Seattle University.

**CONTENTS**

- Understanding Offender Reentry.
- Profiles of Transition and Reintegration.
- Managing Reentry Needs and Challenges.
- Gender Issues.
- Race/Ethnicity and Social Class.
- Offender Perspectives.
- Practitioner Perspectives.
- Policy Implications.
Ronald Aday and Jennifer Krabill offer a complete picture of the experience of older women prisoners and the distinct challenges these women present for correctional institutions.

**Women Aging in Prison: A Neglected Population in the Correctional System**
Ronald H. Aday and Jennifer J. Krabill

“A much needed discussion of this long-neglected topic.”
—Natalie Sokoloff, Contemporary Sociology

“Thorough, insightful, and engaging.... It is safe to say that this is the definitive book on its subject.”
—Robert Johnson and Alison Brooks, The Gerontologist

Ronald Aday is professor of sociology at Middle Tennessee State University. Jennifer J. Krabill is a research associate at the Tennessee Center for Gerontology and Geriatric Research.

**CONTENTS**
Older Women in Prison • Aging and Prison Adjustment • Health and Fears of Dying • Connections to the Free World • Making a Life in Prison • The Pervasive Context of Intimate Partner Abuse • Personal Transformation Behind Bars: An Intimate Look • Policy Issues and Future Concerns.

2011/239 pages

*Women Behind Bars: Gender and Race in US Prisons*
Vernetta D. Young and Rebecca Reviere

“I highly recommend Women Behind Bars for crimnology classes and especially for classes on women and crime.”
—Karen Hayden, Teaching Sociology

Today’s prisons are increasingly filled with poor, dark-skinned, single mothers locked up for low-level drug involvement—with serious ramifications for the corrections system. Women Behind Bars offers the first comprehensive exploration of the challenges faced by incarcerated women in the United States.

Vernetta D. Young is professor of sociology at Howard University. Rebecca Reviere is professor of sociology at Howard University.

**CONTENTS**
Equal Rights or Lost Opportunities? • Women in the Prison System • A Brief History of Punishment • Evolving Prisons and the Changing Face of Female Prisoners • Women Prisoners: Special Issues • Drugs: Use, Abuse and Treatment • Physical and Mental Health Care • Women and Children First • Death and Dying • We Want You Back: The Return to Society • Conclusion • Still More Problems Than Solutions.

2006/219 pages
ISBN: 978-1-58826-395-7 pb $24.95

**Sex in Prison: Myths and Realities**
Catherine D. Marcum and Tammy L. Castle, editors

“Both comprehensive and sophisticated.”
—Amber L. Morzek, Criminal Law and Criminal Justice Books

“A must-read for anyone interested in examining the sexual behavior that occurs behind prison walls.... I highly recommend it.”
—Robert M. Worley, Texas A&M University

Despite being deemed an illegal activity, participation in sexual activity behind prison walls is a frequent occurrence. Catherine Marcum and Tammy Castle provide a comprehensive study of all aspects of prison sex.

Incorporating inmate, correctional officer, and policymaker perspectives—and debunking myths—the authors consider the full range of consensual and nonconsensual behaviors. They also address the physical, emotional, and legal repercussions of participating in prison sexual relationships.

Their analysis is enriched by a case study of a privately run correctional facility, revealing the effects of the Prison Rape Elimination Act at the local level.

2014/191 pages

**Prison Life in Popular Culture: From The Big House to Orange Is the New Black**
Dawn K. Cecil

“Provides a fresh and insightful look into representation of prisons in contemporary television and film.”
—James Oleson, Australia & New Zealand Journal of Criminology

“Should be required reading for anyone who wishes to understand why society thinks the way it does about prisons, prisoners, guards, and punishment.”
—Ray Surette, University of Central Florida

Through the centuries, prisons were closed institutions, full of secrets and shrouded in mystery. But modern media culture has opened the gates. Dawn Cecil explores decades of popular culture—from Golden Age Hollywood films to YouTube videos, from newspapers to beer labels, hip-hop music, and children’s books—to reveal how prison imagery shapes our understanding of who commits crimes, why, and how the criminal justice system should respond.

Dawn K. Cecil is associate professor of criminology at the University of South Florida, St. Petersburg.

2015/233 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-279-5 hc $29.95/$27.50
Dorm Room Dealers: Drugs and the Privileges of Race and Class

A. Rafik Mohamed and Erik D. Fritsvold

“An important corrective to the traditional distorted view of the US drug trade as primarily involving poor minorities.... A. Rafik Mohamed is professor of sociology at the University of San Bernardino. Erik D. Fritsvold is associate professor of sociology at the University of San Diego.

CONTENTS


paperback 2012/199 pages
ISBN: 978-1-58826-816-7 pb $24.50/£22.50

Race, Riots, and the Police

Howard Rahtz

“Effectively contextualizes one of the most critical issues of our time: racial tensions and police.... Rahtz presents valuable knowledge for researchers and practitioners alike.” —Brandon Turchan, Criminal Law and Criminal Justice Books

“Insightful and well-researched.... An important contribution. Free and Ruesink’s approach provides much needed context for the large number of wrongful conviction cases involving African Americans.” —Shaun Gabbidon, Pennsylvania State University Harrisburg

In this investigation of some 350 wrongful convictions of African American men, Marvin Free and Mitch Ruesink critically examine how issues of race undercut the larger goals of our criminal justice system.

Free and Ruesink expand the focus of wrongful conviction studies to include not only homicide, but also sexual assault, drug dealing, and nonviolent crime. Their careful analysis reveals that black men accused of crimes against white victims account for a disproportionate number of wrongful convictions. They also uncover other disturbing failings on the part of prosecutors, police, witnesses, and informants. Highlighting the systemic role of race, the authors challenge us to move past the “just a few bad apples” explanation and to instead examine what it is about our criminal justice system that allows the innocent to be judged guilty.

Marvin D. Free, Jr. is professor emeritus of sociology at the University of Wisconsin–Whitewater. Mitch Ruesink teaches psychology at Waukesha County Technical College.

CONTENTS

Wrongful Convictions in the United States • Meet the Wrongfully Convicted • Murder and Attempted Murder • Rape and Sexual Assault • Drug Offenses • Robbery and Other Offenses • Reducing Wrongful Convictions.

paperback 2015/334 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-237-5 pb $29.95/£27.50
**New!**

**Terrorism and Counterterrorism: A Comprehensive Introduction to Actors and Actions**

Henry Prunckun and Troy Whitford

“One of the best and most informed examinations of terrorism and counterterrorism to date.... I highly recommend it. Reflecting both cutting-edge theories/approaches and the authors' real-world experiences, this book has a decided advantage over others in the field.” —Joshua Sinai, Kiernan Group Holdings

What is terrorism? How do terrorists operate—what are their means, targets, and motivations? How can governments prevent terrorist attacks from happening? Henry Prunckun and Troy Whitford address these questions in their systematic, comprehensive exploration of terrorism and counterterrorism.

Notably, this authoritative text:

- Explains complex issues in an objective, accessible way.
- Traces the phenomenon of terrorism through history.
- Examines law enforcement, as well as intelligence and military operations.
- Features case studies from around the world.
- Includes learning aids for students.

Designed to appeal to both students and instructors, the text enables readers to deepen their understanding of terrorism today and learn what is being done to combat it.

**Henry Prunckun** is a research criminologist at the Australian Graduate School of Policing and Security (AGSPS), Charles Sturt University. He previously served as a senior counterterrorism policy analyst and has held a number of operational postings in investigation and security. **Troy Whitford** is lecturer in intelligence and security studies at AGSPS.

**CONTENTS**

**TERRORISM.**

- Contemporary Forms of Terrorism.
- Radicalization.
- Targets.
- Methods and Weapons.
- Financing.
- Media Coverage.
- Victims of Terrorism.

**COUNTERTERRORISM.**

- Counterterrorism and the Rule of Law.
- Law Enforcement and the Military.
- Intelligence Collection and Analysis.
- Protection of Critical Infrastructure.
- Deradicalization.
- Global Approaches to Counterterrorism.

**CONCLUSION.**

- Can the War on Terror Be Won?

2019/269 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-760-8 pb $35/£26.95

---

**2ND EDITION**

**Problem-Oriented Policing and Crime Prevention**

Anthony A. Braga

“Should be used as a supplement in every undergraduate and/or graduate police course.... Moreover, the book is an excellent read and resource compilation for any academic, police or security administrator who is researching crime prevention, police-community partnerships, problem-oriented policing, repeat offending, or crime analysis/mapping.” —Brandon R. Kooi, Policing: An International Journal of Police Strategies & Management

Instead of merely reacting to crimes once they’ve been committed, can police agencies learn how to prevent offenses from occurring? Anthony Braga’s comprehensive analysis demonstrates clearly how the emerging problem-oriented policing approach is proving effective in preventing a wide range of criminal activities.

**Problem-Oriented Policing and Crime Prevention** is the only book recommended by the nonprofit Center for Problem-Oriented Policing for use in all modules of its Model POP Curriculum, including courses at colleges and universities and training programs for police personnel.

**Anthony A. Braga** is chief policy adviser to the Boston Police Commissioner and also senior research associate at Harvard University’s Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management and at the University of California’s Berkeley Center for Criminal Justice.

**CONTENTS**

- Forewords
  —Ronald V. Clarke, Herman Goldstein.
- Introduction.
- The Practice of Problem-Oriented Policing.
- Preventing Crime at Problem Places.
- Controlling High-Activity Offenders.
- Protecting Repeat Victims.
- Facilitating Problem-Oriented Policing.
- The Problem of Displacement.
- Final Thoughts.

2008/242 pages
Gender, Crime, and Justice: Exploring the Dynamics

Andrew Wilczak

“[A]n excellent introduction to the topics of gender, crime, and punishment... [The] approach is serious but accessible, making the book ideal for undergraduates or students without a lot of background in sociological theory. Weaving together classical theories, recent empirical studies, and contemporary examples from the news and media, Wilczak presents the complex subjects of gender, intersectionality, and criminal justice in relatable ways.” —Choice

“Discussions are effectively punctuated with just the right amount of thought-provoking questions that lead the uninitiated through the unpacking of difficult concepts and invite them to experiment with different ways of thinking about gender, crime, and justice... Issues that are highlighted are especially relevant to the interests of today’s college students, and the price is right for class use.” —Phoebe Morgan, Gender & Society

Exactly what role does gender play in crime, and in the criminal justice system? Addressing this two-part question from the perspective of the offender, the victim, the community, and the overall justice system, Andrew Wilczak provides an accessible introduction to the full range of issues involved.

Notably, this comprehensive text:

• Features an inclusive focus on both men and women.
• Encompasses theory, as well as realities on the ground.
• Draws on popular culture.
• Challenges students to ask difficult questions.
• Ties concepts to students’ own lives.
• Incorporates an intersectional approach.

Designed to simultaneously engage and instruct, the book is ideally suited for classroom use.

Andrew Wilczak is assistant professor of criminology and sociology at Wilkes University.

Contents

• Sexual Violence.
• Gender in the System.
• Life After Prison.
• The Intersection of Gender, Race, and Class: Everything Matters.

2017/291 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-660-1 pb $32.50/£29.95

CONTENTS

INTRODUCING SOCIOLOGICAL CRIMINOLOGY.
• The Social Problem of Crime.
• Counting Crime.
• Individualistic Explanations of Crime.
• Microsocial Explanations of Crime.
• Macrosocial Explanations of Crime.

PATTERNS OF CRIMINALITY AND VICTIMIZATION.
• Street Crime.
• Illegal Drugs.

• Sexual Violence.
• Corporate Crime.
• Political and Governmental Crime.
• Police and the Courts.
• Punishment and Corrections.

2015/471 pages
ISBN: 978-1-62637-225-2 pb $38.50/£35.50
Guns, Violence, and Criminal Behavior: The Offender's Perspective

Mark R. Pogrebin, Paul B. Stretesky, and N. Prabha Unnithan

“Outstanding.... Superbly designed and executed, and full of insights into the attitudes of inmates who had committed gun crimes.”

—Randolph Roth, Criminal Justice Review

“This qualitative study succeeds in probing past false stereotypes.... [It] is a timely work that answers the critical questions of why and how these gun offenses occur.”

—Contemporary Sociology

“Provides rich, firsthand insights into the extended motivations and justifications of offenders.... An excellent addition. Highly recommended.”

—Choice

How are guns used and viewed by criminals? Where do criminals obtain guns? And how do laws make firearms more or less accessible? Confronting these contentious questions, Guns, Violence, and Criminal Behavior offers a comprehensive exploration of the social processes surrounding illegal firearm use and criminal behavior.

Mark R. Pogrebin is professor of criminology and criminal justice and Paul B. Stretesky is associate professor of criminology and criminal justice at the University of Colorado—Denver. N. Prabha Unnithan is professor of sociology and director of the Center for the Study of Crime and Justice at Colorado State University.

CONTENTS

• Foreword—Jay Corzine.
• Introduction: The Gun Offender’s Perspective.
• Motives for Criminal Gun Use.
• Guns and Street Gang Culture.
• How Incarceration Shapes Views and the Use of Guns.
• Changing Concealed Carry Laws.
• Conclusion: Limiting Gun Violence.


For full descriptions of the books listed below, including tables of contents, please visit www.rienner.com.

2ND EDITION
Crime and Criminality: Causes and Consequences
Ronald D. Hunter and Mark L. Dantzker

Praise for the previous edition:
“Impressive and complete in the breadth of coverage.... It stands as a broad survey of the field of criminology and will serve both students and casual readers as a handy and accurate reference.”

—Criminal Justice Review

2012/277 pages • ISBN: 978-1-58826-773-3 • pb $27.50/£25.50

White-Collar Crime: The Abuse of Corporate and Government Power
Ronald J. Berger

“Berger skillfully walks the line between academic rigour on one hand and accessibility and engagement on the other.... This book stands as a comprehensive and well-written overview that does an excellent job in priming the reader with an understanding of white-collar crime and a range of crimes committed by governments.”

—Clinton Free, Australian & New Zealand Journal of Criminology

2011/269 pages • ISBN: 978-1-58826-765-8 • pb $25/£22.95

When Killing Is a Crime
Tony Waters

“Waters deftly explores the social construction of killing across time and place, offering vivid examples to illustrate the importance of this neglected topic. Entertaining enough to hold the attention of undergraduates, yet analytical enough to be used by graduate students and scholars, When Killing Is a Crime should appeal to anyone who studies crime.”

—Matthew T. Lee, University of Akron


4TH EDITION
Primer in Radical Criminology: Critical Perspectives on Crime, Power, and Identity
Michael J. Lynch and Raymond Michalowski

“Lynch and Michalowski’s revised primer should be an integral part of the library for all critical criminologists, for all criminologists with an interest in theory, and for anyone who teaches criminology theory courses. It provides among the best and most comprehensive overviews of radical perspectives to date.”

—Barbara Perry, Canadian Journal of Criminology and Criminal Justice

2006/374 pages • ISBN: 978-1-881798-64-4 • pb $35/£32.50
Girls and Violence:
Tracing the Roots of Criminal Behavior

Judith A. Ryder

“Ryder offers the reader a unique opportunity to hear the stories of girls who are entrenched in the deep end of the juvenile justice system.” —Jeanette M. Hussermann, Criminal Justice Review

“A path-breaking, nuanced qualitative study on girls and violence.” —Frederika E. Schmitt, Gender & Society

“Beautifully articulated... A truly inspirational and informative text.” —Contemporary Sociology

Seeking to better understand the processes that push teenage girls to acts of criminal violence, Judith Ryder explores the relationship between disrupted emotional bonds and violent delinquency. Ryder draws on intimate interviews to show how teenage girls navigate experiences of abuse, emotional loss, and parental abandonment, revealing how their violent acts become a means of connecting with others—however maladaptive and misplaced those connections may be. Her work suggests viable strategies for early intervention to keep at-risk young women out of the criminal justice system.

Judith A. Ryder is associate professor of sociology at St. John’s University.

CONTENTS

• Foreword—Mercer L. Sullivan.
• Girls and Violence.
• Understanding Attachment Gone Wrong.
• The First Relationship: Parental Bonds.
• Traumatic Childhood Experiences of Violence.
• Traumatic Childhood Experiences of Loss.
• Coping Strategies: Running, Drugging, and Self-Harm.
• Illegal Acts: “I Don’t Know If You Consider That as Violence.”
• Rethinking Violence and Delinquency.

2014/209 pages
ISBN: 978-1-58826-838-9 hc $27.50/£25.50
Qualitative Studies in Crime and Criminal Justice
Gender Identity, Sexual Orientation, and Sexual Assault: Challenging the Myths

Corina Schulze, Sarah Koon-Magnin, and Valerie Bryan

“The first work I’ve come across that not only deals with gender and sexual identity but introduces new means to examine sexual assault in inclusive ways. An enormous contribution to our work to understand and assist queer-identified survivors of sexual assault.”

—Lori Girshick, Chandler-Gilbert Community College

“This book will become a ‘must have’ on the shelves of researchers who are interested in gender-based victimization.”

—Bonnie S. Fisher, University of Cincinnati

The underlying argument of this groundbreaking study is this: Sexual orientation and gender identity influence how sexual assault is experienced, how it is perceived, and ultimately, how victims (and perpetrators) are treated by the criminal justice system.

Focusing much of their work on the queer community—a community with a disproportionately high risk of sexual assault—the authors introduce the Identity Inclusive Sexual Assault Myth Scale (IISAMS) to explore the unique aspects of sexual assault and the process of disclosure as experienced by queer victims.

They also incorporate participant recommendations, collected during interviews, as they foreground ways for more effectively preventing and responding to sexual violence throughout contemporary society.

Corina Schulze and Sarah Koon-Magnin are associate professors in the Department of Political Science and Criminal Justice at the University of South Alabama. Valerie Bryan is associate professor in the Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work at the University of South Alabama.

Contents

- Foreword—Amber Pope.
- Understanding Sexual Violence: Challenging the Myths.
- The Importance of Identity.
- Sexual Assault and Disclosure.
- Rape Myths and Rape Culture.
- The Identity Inclusive Sexual Assault Myth Scale.
- Unique Concerns and Resources.
- What Have We Learned?

March 2019/ca. 275 pages  ISBN: 978-1-62637-778-3  be $79.95 | £73.95  Special price $40*

*Applies to mail-in, fax, and phone orders only

If you would like to receive email announcements of our new books, please sign up at www.riener.com/email.
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